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Page 159, line 20: M*f * should read Mg* *; (T
should read Cl~; and ECO"
should read HCO-,"*".
Page 167, line 6:

Change 7,2 to 7.02 and 7.92
to 7*72.
line 3 from "bottom; 1*39 should read
1.42 and 1.20 should read I.29.

Page 168, line
line
line
line
line

1:
3:
6:
7:
8:

16.68
6.16
1.71
8.16
7.75

Page 176; line 8;

should
should
should
should
should

read
read
read
read
read

16.98
6.06
1.68
8,6l
7*82

Since n for HPO^" is 2,
equation should read:

,

s .000312 cm/sec* at 25° C*

Page 182^ last equation: Delete (HCOjl from
denominator•
Page 187, line 8:

150 parts per million should
read 100 parts per million.
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THE PHYSICO-CHEMICAL RELATIONSHIPS
OF SOIL PHOSPHATFS*
B\ T. F.

INTRODUCTION
The importance of phosphates in the soil and their intimate relation to
plant growth have long been recognized in agricultural practice, and
during the past 50 years there has accordingly been accumulated a rather
voluminous literature on soil phosphates dealing principally with the
specific effects of the various phosphatic fertilizers upon crop yields.
These researches are found to concern themselves primarily with the
kinds and amounts of phosphatic fertilizer to be applied to particular
types of soils in different geographical regions and under peculiar climatic conditions. Certain empirical relations have in the course of time
become generally accepted, but in many instances the reasons for the
observed effects are not yet clearly understood. Recent investigations
(4, 20, 21, 22) have shown some of these concepts to be erroneous.
The problem of phosphate availability is closely related to physicochemical laws which govern the equilibrium attained under a particular
set of conditions or in a given solution. Unless the mechanism and
final equilibrium conditions in phosphate availability are understood, it
is not possible to interpret experimental observations or make predictions as to availability for any new set of conditions In the present
bulletin a study of the physico-chemical relationships of some soil phosphates is presented, based upon such properties as solubility, ionization,
hydrolysis, chemical composition, the common-ion effect, the neutral-salt
effect, effect of pH changes, the diffusion of phosphate ions through the
solution, and the absorption of phosphate ions by root membranes.
The purpose of the study was to correlate the available data concerning soil phosphates published in the literature and to apply various physico-chemical methods at our disposal to their interpretation,
P H O S P H A T E S AND T H E SOIL SOLUTION
Several fundamental questions constituted the basis of this investigation, the first five of which have already been experimentally studied in
this laboratory (4, 20, 21, 2 2 ) :
*This bulletin was received for publication in the Office of the Dean and Director
on June 23, 1932. P. S. B
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1. Which of the solid phosphates present in alkaline and calcareous
soils may be expected to enter primarily into the phosphate equilibrium,
and what changes do those compounds undergo as a result of the varying
conditions in the soil solution ?
2. What is the quantitative effect of changes in p H of the soil solution upon the solubility of soil phosphates ?
3. What is the effect of neutral salts upon the solubility of soil phosphates ?
4. What reactions does carbon dioxide undergo with the phosphates
of calcium in the soil?
5. What is the relation of ion-mobility and -diffusion to the amount
of readily assimilable phosphate in the soil solution?
6. What does the energy change involved in the process of absorption of phosphate ions indicate as to which ion is most probably absorbed ?
7. What electrical conditions of root membrane must be assumed to
exist to account for the limited range of p H within which phosphate
will be absorbed ?
The foregoing questions represent an approach, from a physico-chemical point of view, to an understanding of the phosphate equilibrium in
the soil and the factors which govern the concentration of phosphate
ions in the soil solution under a given set of conditions. The soil is
made up of a heterogeneous mixture of many solid phases, each of
which possesses characteristic properties and plays a more or less important part in setting up the final equilibrium. These particles respond
to changes in the character and composition of the solution surrounding
them. Chemically they are complex minerals, acidic or basic oxides,
or organic and inorganic salts, some of which are by nature more reactive and soluble than others. As a rule they are slightly soluble in
water at ordinary temperatures, so that the soil solution originating
from the strictly " s o i l " particles, is always relatively dilute. However, in certain cases there may be present certain more soluble minerals
which contribute in large measure to the composition and concentration
of the soil solution.
The concentration of any one of the dissolved ions in the soil solution
at any one instant is such that it must satisfy a number of equilibria at
the same time. T h e equilibrium which is set up may also be conditioned
upon the rates of the predominating soil reactions. The equilibrium concentration of a given ion, which is established as a result of various
simultaneously acting forces, may be likened to an object firmly held in
position by a number of springs, which may exert tensions differing in
direction as well as magnitude. Displacement of the object in any direction will involve a change in tension in all of the springs, the tension
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increasing in some cases and decreasing in others. The magnitude of
such change in tension in any given spring will determine the extent
and direction of the displacement of the object from the equilibrium
position. I n like manner, the effects of various ions upon the chemical
properties of the phosphates may reinforce or counteract each other, and
the final concentration at equilibrium will be the resultant of these
effects.
The phosphate equilibrium, or any other chemical or physical equilibrium, cannot be completely defined without a consideration of the plantsoil relationship. T h e soil solution acts as an intermediary between the
solid particles and the plant root, and its composition is determined by
the forces exerted by these two systems — one withdrawing and the
other supplying the ions in question. As the plant withdraws certain ions
from solution, the momentary disturbance of the equilibrium resulting
from the slight change in concentration of those ions is offset by diffusion of ions through the film of solution or gel and by dissolution of
more soil material. T h e absorption of the ions by the root is not, however, equally distributed among all of the ions present but occurs in
response to the momentary needs of the plant. As a result, those ions
which are not absorbed in appreciable amounts and those exuded by the
plant gradually accumulate in the soil solution. As their concentration
builds up, these ions exert a marked influence upon the physico-chemical
behavior of the soil particles by way of the common-ion and neutralsalt effect. T h e activity and solvent action of the water as well as the
composition of certain compounds in solution are changed at the same
time. T h e solid soil particles undergo corresponding changes, such as
increase or decrease in their normal amounts of water of crystallization
or hydration, as a result of which their solubilities are appreciably
changed. A s the p H of the soil solution changes, the solid phases may
undergo changes in composition by hydrolysis, and finally, the soil colloids undergo dispersion or coagulation as the ion-concentration changes,
with a resultant change in adsorptive capacity for certain nutrient ions.
Each of the above enumerated processes has its characteristic reaction
rate. Some of them proceed very slowly, and it is questionable whether
true equilibrium had been reached in nome of the experimental results
published in the literature. The experiments of Cameron and Hurst ( 7 ) ,
for example, on the effects of soluble salts on the solubility of soil phosphates show that the solubilities of certain phosphates of calcium become
constant only after a lapse of many days. Since the time factor thus
enters into the phosphate equilibrium, it would seem that a comparative
study of such solubility data can be of value only if the time of contact
of soil with extract is maintained constant in all cases or if the experi-
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ment is continued long enough for equilibrium to be positively established. The control of such conditions as the hydrogen-ion concentration
is imperative in cases where hydrolysis is likely to occur, as otherwise
both the solution and the solid undergo continuous change in composition.
The concept of *' availability " with respect to nutrient ions in plant
nutrition has been generally defined in terms of the total concenti ation
of nutrient ion existing in solution under a given set of conditions, and
in addition, the nutrients in the solid form capable of being rendered
soluble by biochemical action. In the light of the recent thermodynamic
treatment of the theory of solutions, the term " availability " may now
be assigned a more definite meaning.
If we postulate that the plant is merely one unit in the thermodynamic
system:
Atmosphere — Plant — Soil Solution — Soil,
and consider a process operating in this system by which the nutrients
are taken through a series of reversible steps from soil to plant, then
the thermodynamic laws which govern the equilibrium phosphate concentration (or activity) must be in harmony with the thermodynamic
laws governing the ion-absorption process. The " active concentration "
or "activity" (15, 16) of phosphate, or any other ion, existing in the
soil solution under a given set of conditions, and calculable from solubility and other data by the methods of thermodynamics, should therefore represent the amount of " readily assimilable J1 phosphate. This
quantity may or may not be equal to the total concentration of phosphate
as found by analytical methods. Such would be the case only if the
ion-activity coefficient were unity, which in turn is true only in solutions
approaching zero ionic strength. These relations will be discussed in
greater detail in a later section.
THE PRINCIPAL CLASSES OF SOIL REACTIONS ENTERING
INTO T H E PHOSPHATE EQUILIBRIUM
As already indicated, the equilibria which involve soil phosphates are
as complex as they are numerous, chiefly because of the simultaneous
.nature of their occurrence. The various processes take place more or
less continuously, some with greater and others with lesser speed, some
approaching equilibrium and others scarcely proceeding to a perceptible
extent within reasonable time. We may assume that the condition observed at any given instant of time is set up by the most rapid of the
possible reactions.
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It is conceivable, however, that certain of these reactions are so slowthat their quantitative effect upon a given equilibrium will be negligible.
Although ionic reactions are as a rule rapid, processes of dissolution
involving solids depend upon nature of the compound, the crystalline
form of the solid and the size of particle. From the known properties
of the reactions, it is possible to select those which are most important
in point of both speed and equilibrium, and to study their physico-chemical relationships. Because this system of simultaneous soil processes
is so complex, little progress in the way of interpretation of results appears possible unless such a classification is made.
We shall accordingly choose for this study such characteristic reactions as involve the phosphates themselves or which affect their composition or properties in a peculiar way. The following types of ionic
equilibrium are possible in the soil: (1) Ionization of dissolved electrolytes; (2) metathetical reactions, such as hydrolysis of salts, baseexchange, and reactions with carbonic acid; (3) the neutral salt effect;
(4) adsorption of ions by soil colloids and root membranes.
The composition of the equilibrium solution will be represented by ions
commonly present in appreciable amounts in the soil solution: Ca++,
] V ^ T N a + , K+, OH-, SCV", Q ^ C O , " and HCC£. For the
purposes of our calculations the concentrations of all other ions will
be assumed to be negligibly small. To delimit the problem further, only
the phosphates of calcium will be considered in this paper. Several
hypothetical cases, amenable to theoretical treatment, have been studied,
of which certain ones will be treated in detail in this bulletin:
1. System: C a H P O 4 — H 2 CO 3 .
2. System: C a H P O 4 - CaCO 3 - H 2 CO 3 .
3. System: C a H P O 4 - Na 2 SO 4 - H 2 CO 3 .
4. System: C a H P O 4 - CaCO 3 - Na 2 SO 4 - H 2 CO 3 .
5. System: CaHPO 4 - CaCO 3 - Na 2 CO 3 - H 2 CO 8 .
It will be noted that reactions 1-4 represent those commonly present
in calcareous soils containing white alkali chiefly in the form of sodium
sulphate. The last named reaction represents the equilibrium established
in black alkali soils. The solid phosphate initially present is dicalcium
phosphate, but it may or may not be in that form at equilibrium.
CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF T H E PRINCIPAL
P H O S P H A T E S O F CALCIUM I N T H E SOIL
The inorganic phosphates doubtless play the predominating role in
determining the amount of phosphate-ion in the soil solution. Phosphorus compounds are known to exist in various states of oxidation and
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hydration as hypophosphites, phosphites, metaphosphates, orthophosphates, and pyrophosphates. It is conceivable that phosphites or other
forms of phosphorus in lower states of oxidation might exist in poorly
aerated soils, but it is unlikely that such would be the case in the presence of air and various oxidizing and catalytic agents in the soil. Metaand pyrophosphates, from their mode of formation at high temperatures,
could not exist as such in the soil. Organic phosphates doubtless exist
in considerable amounts in organic soils, but their solubility is negligibly
small. By oxidation they ultimately form orthophosphoric acid and its
corresponding salts with the bases in the soil. We are therefore justified in limiting our considerations to the orthophosphates, and by way
of simplicity to those of calcium in calcareous soils.
The fact that orthophosphoric acid is a weak polybasic acid makes
possible the existence of a number of intermediate and basic salts, the
latter resulting from hydrolysis. The system: CaO — P 2 O 5 — H 2 O has
been critically studied by Cameron and Bell (6), Cameron and Hurst(7),
Bassett (2), and Britton (5). Certain experimental conditions in the
solubility determinations were carefully controlled, and the composition
of the solid phases as well as of the equilibrium solutions determined by
analysis.
MONOCAXCIUM PHOSPHATE
Monocalciunv phosphate, Ca(H 2 PO 4 ) 2 , exists in either the anhydrous
form or the mono-hydrate, the latter being the stable'form in moist soil.
The salt dissolves in water readily without undergoing hydrolysis and
yields an acid solution. Stoklasa (30) found the solubility of the monohydrate between 10° and 20° C, varying the proportion of water to one
gram of the salt as shown in Table 1, and analyzing the resulting solution for CaO and P 2 O 5 .
TABLE 1.— SOLUBILITY DATA FOR MONO CALCIUM PHOSPHATE.
Wt. salt

Wt. water

gin.

gms.

Wt. CaO in sol.
gm.

Wt. P2O5 in sol.

Ratio CaO/PaOr,

gm.

1.0

1.0

0.1624

0.4904

0.331

1.0

25.0

0.1900

0.5259

0.361

1.0

50.0

0.2063

0.5486

0.376

1.0

150.0

0.2180

0.5642

0.387

1.0

200.0

0.2236

0.5668

0.394

It appears from these results that as the proportion of water to salt
increases, the absolute amounts of lime and phosphoric acid dissolved
increases. The concentration of the solutions, however, decreases rap-
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idly. We have calculated the ratio of CaO to F 2 O 5 at equilibrium in each
case as shown in the last column, and find that it varies from 0.331 to
0.394. For monocalcium phosphate, the theoretical ratio of CaO to
P 2 O g is 56/142 = 0.394. The lower values of the ratio indicate an
amount of phosphoric acid greater than that equivalent to the CaO present, which points to possible hydrolysis and the existence of a basic
salt. Stoklasa states that hydrolysis occurs to an extent not greater
than 0.1 percent. Evidently as the ratio of water to salt increases,
hydrolysis decreases — a conclusion rather at variance with common
experience. The possibility of solid-solution formation is not precluded,
however, and it is probable that the solid solution may actually be the
more stable form in contact with the concentrated solutions. Since the
solutions in acid soils, in which this phosphate presumably exists, are
always relatively dilute, we may assume that the theoretical CaO/P 2 O 5
ratio would obtain, and dissolution of the monocalcium phosphate occur,
without change in composition of the solid. Cameron and Seidell (8)
conclude from their solubility determinations that a saturated solution
of monocalcium phosphate is " a solution of decomposition products
rather than of itself/' They find also that the presence of calcium
sulphate does not materially affect the amount of phosphoric acid going
into solution from the monocalcium phosphate, but when calcium carbonate is present, the concentration of phosphate as well as the acidity
of the solution are reduced in amounts practically equivalent to the
amount of calcium carbonate added.
Stoklasa's results may, however, be interpreted more satisfactorily in
terms of gradual change in composition of the solid phase by reason of
adsorption. Lorah, Tartar, and Wood (19) find that calcium hydroxide
is adsorbed on solid tricalcium phosphate in amounts varying from 0.5
to 2.0 percent, referred to original weight of the salt taken. It is
probable that the calcium in the solution is decreased by a similar process. Stoklasa does not report the composition of the solid phase, but
it is quite probable that the salt may have variable amounts of water of
crystallization as the water-salt ratio is increased, and that in the lastnamed case it is fully hyclrated.
DICALCTUM PHOSPHATE (CaHPO*)
This salt is known to exist in two forms: the anhydrous and the
di-hydrate. As is generally the rule, the solubilities of these two forms
are dependent upon the extent of hydration, the one with greater water
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of crystallization being the more soluble. We quote the following data
from Rindell (27) :
CaHPO 4 in water:
CaHP<V2H 2 O in water:

CaO .0414
P 2 O 5 .0866
CaO .0954
P 2 O 5 .2066

gm./L.
gm./L.
gm./L.
gm./L.

We may again calculate the CaO/P 2 O 5 ratio found by experiment
with the theoretical value. For CaHPO 4 (anhydrous) it should be
112/142 = 0.788, whereas the value actually found in the equilibrium
solution is .0414/.0866 — 0.478. For CaHPO* • 2H 2 O the ratio has the
value 0.461. This great disparity between experiment and theory suggests
that hydrolysis must also take place when CaHPO 4 is equilibrated with
water. Cameron and Seidell (8), on the contrary, showed that dicalcium
phosphate is but slightly decompoed by water and appears to dissolve as
such. It will, in fact, be shown later in this paper that hydrolysis will
not occur because of the high positive value of the free energy for this
reaction.
The solubility of dicalcium phosphate in carbon-dioxide solution was
shown by Rindell (27) to be directly proportional to the concentration
of carbon dioxide. Cameron and Seidell (8) found that if water or
the carbon-dioxide solution contains calcium sulphate, the solubility is
decreased. Neutral salts were found generally to increase the phosphate
solubility.
TRICALCIUM PHOSPHATE [Ca3(PO'4)> (hypothetical)]
This phosphate is a hypothetical compound, whose existence in crystalline form as well as its chemical composition, when prepared by precipitation from solution, has not yet been proved. It is generally accepted that tricalcium phosphate, though possible of preparation in a pure
state by ignition, cannot long exist in contact with water by reason of
hydrolysis, forming a more and more basic compound in proportion to
the time of contact. The solution in contact with this changing solid
phase becomes more and more concentrated with respect to phosphoric
acid, and the solid phase gains in lime. Shear and Kramer (28) have
'shown that it cannot be obtained pure by any precipitation methods,
and that it is not the phosphate of which bone is composed. Lorah,
Tartar, and Wood (19) tried to prepare tricalcium phosphate by treating monocalcium phosphate with carbonate-free ammonia, using dilute
solutions and neutralizing at a rate that the solution never became more
than faintly alkaline. The product so obtained was found to contain a
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small amount of basic calcium phosphate. Analysis of a dried sample
gave a ratio of P 2 O 5 : CaO equal to 0.835, whereas the theoretical for
C a 3 ( P O 4 ) 2 is 0.845. They found by hydrolysis experiments that the
reaction proceeded to a final equilibrium represented by the equation:
io CaB(P0J2

+ 6 H2O =

[Ca,(P0J2],

• Ca(OH)%

+ 2

HZPO,

The results showed the compound to reach a final composition having a
*P 2 O 5 /CaO ratio equal to 0.760 which is the theoretical value for the
product hydroxy-apatite, shown in the foregoing equation.
HYDROXY-APATITE AND CARBOXATO-APATITE
Cameron and Bell ( 6 ) made a Phase Rule study of the solubility
relations of calcium orthophosphates in aqueous solutions of phosphoric
acid at various temperatures. They concluded that the two components
C a H P O 4 and C a ( O H ) 2 form a series of solid solutions. Bassett ( 2 ) ,
(however, showed that tricalcium phosphate as well as hydroxy-apatite
can exist as such in stable equilibrium with an aqueous solution at 25° C.
and even at higher temperatures. I n the presence of carbon dioxide, a
double salt was obtained by Bassett which he identified as calcium carbonato-phosphate or carbonato-apatite. This compound was shown by
Gabriel ( 9 ) to be the essential constituent of bone and more recently by
Hendricks and others (11) who obtained X-ray diffraction photographs
of powder samples of various phosphate rocks, bone, and synthetic phosphates, and interpreted them in the light of microscopic and analytical
data. They find that normal bone is, in fact, carbonato-apatite, and that
the various apatites, chlor-, fluor-, oxy-, and sulpho-apatite, being isomorphous, can form solid solutions with carbonato-apatite.
McGeorge and Breazeale ( 2 2 ) , observing the striking similarity between the reactions of rock phosphate and of natural phosphates in alkaline calcareous soils, have concluded that in such soils, calcium phosphate is present as the carbonato-apatite. This fact was demonstrated
by numerous conclusive experiments on the combined common-ion effect
of Ca++ and CO3"*~ ions in decreasing the amount of phosphate in
solution. Other evidences from the effect of carbon dioxide affirmed
this conclusion.
F r o m a survey of these researches our present knowledge concerning
the phosphates of calcium may be summarized. These phosphates in
contact with aqueous solutions undergo hydrolysis, producing a succession of compounds depending upon the p H and composition of the solution, and upon the time of contact. The end-product reached in calcare-
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ous soils is some form of apatite, generally the carbonato form, the
solubility of which is very slight, and which readily reacts with carbonic acid. Although there is evidence that solid solutions between
different intermediate phases may form, it must be recognized that the
rate of change in composition of such solid solutions is very small,
whereas the rates of surface changes on soil particles is relatively much
more rapid. Whether the reactions which soil phosphates undergo in
situ be hydrolysis or dissolution in carbonic acid, such reactions will take
place primarily on the surface, and the equilibrium concentration of
phosphate in the soil solution at any moment will be governed by the
solid phase which happens to predominate on the surface under the
existing soil conditions.
THE CONCENTRATIONS OF INTERMEDIATE PHOSPHATE
IONS AS RELATED TO THE pH O F T H E SOLUTION
Phosphoric acid is a tribasic acid and as such it undergoes step-ionization to form the three ion-species: H2PO4~, HP0 4 ~~, and PO 4 .
The proportions of these three ions present in any given solution can
be calculated from the constants for the respective step-ionizations.
Since these constants involve the hydrogen-ion concentration, the concentrations of the several ions will necessarily be a function of the pH
of the solution.
The three ionization equilibria known to exist in solutions of phosphoric acid and its salts have been studied by various physico-chemical
methods, notably conductivity, hydrolysis, distribution, and electromotive force. The equations for these steps, together with their respective
ionization-constants are as follows:

(H+) (H2POf)
(HJPOJ

(H+)(HPO4")
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HPO- - = H+ + POf - ~
(H+)(POf-~)
(HPO,")

The quantities enclosed in parentheses represent concentrations of the
molecular or ionic species present in mols per liter. The subscripts of
the constants indicate the first, second, and third ionization steps, respectively.
The numerical values of these constants have been determined by
various investigators as follows:
TABLE 2 — IONIZATION CONSTANTS OF ORTHOPHOSPHORIC ACID.
Author

Ka

Ki

12

9. 4 X 10-3

1 4 X 1(K

2 7 X 10-

x io-2
xio- 3

1.95 X i o - 7

3.6 X 10-13

Abbott and Bray (1)

6 00 X 10-8

1.1

Prideaux and Ward (26)

5-0 X 10- 13

Kolthoff (14)

1. 1
9. 0

Bntton (5)

We shall choose the values of Abbott and Bray as probably the most
reliable and employ them as a basis for the calculations to be made in
this paper.
The magnitudes of these constants show that the first ionization of
phosphoric acid is typically " strong/' and the second and third typically
" weak." The phosphate equilibrium in the soil involves only the latter
two ionizations. Since the constants are relatively small in magnitude,
we may conclude that the intermediate ions are not completely ionized
even at the high dilution existing in the soil solution. The total concentration of phosphate in the soil solution is generally small, varying from
12 parts per million in acid soils to faint traces in the 1:5 water extract
of alkaline calcareous soils (22, Table 9 ) . Since the solutions are so
dilute with respect to phosphates, it is safe to assume that the Ion activities are proportional to the concentrations. The neutral ions generally
present along with phosphate in the soil solution affect the solubility of
phosphates in an indirect way. We shall assume that these ionization
constants are valid in the presence of such common ions and neutral
salts as may be contained in the soil solution.
To calculate the concentrations of the various intermediate ions present in a solution of phosphates, we must combine the three iomzation
constants. The obvious assumption is made that lane and the same
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hydrogen-ion concentration satisfies all of the equilibria in a given solution at the same time. The simultaneous equilibria which exist between
the ion-species may be represented by the following equations obtained
by clearing the values of Klf K2, and Ks of fractions:

1i)

(H+) (HfOc) - Kx (H.POJ

(2)

(H+) (HPOf -) - K2 (H2PO,-)

(3)

(H*) (POt ~)-Ks

(HPOf ~)

We may write a fourth equation which sums up all of the possible forms
of phosphate to give the total amount found by analysis, namely:

(4)

(H,POJ f (II2P0f) + (HPOf

where C is the total phosphate in solution as determined by analysis and
expressed in mols per liter.
We observe that in these four equations, there are present nine quantities, four of which, K1} K2, Kz, and C are known and (H+) is assigned
successive values. Inasmuch as a definite equilibrium exists at any
given hydrogen-ion concentration, it follows that one and the same hydrogen-ion concentration must satisfy all of these equilibria simultaneously.
We shall calculate the relative phosphate concentrations in equilibrium
with soils of all types covering a range of reactions from p H =» 3 to
pH ==10 inclusive. In order that the calculated concentrations of the
ion-species might be reduced by inspection to a percentage basis with
respect to the total dissolved phosphate present, they were calculated
on an assumed total phosphate concentration, C — 1 part per million.
This value corresponds to a concentration of 1.03 X 10 r5 molal in PO 4 .
A simple algebraic transformation and combination of the above ionization constants serves to convert these expressions into a more convenient form for use in the calculations.
From (3) above
(H*)(POt—)
-) =

Substituting for (HPOf-)

in (2), we obtain
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(
Finally,

(H9PO4) —

(H+)*(POs--)

.1 X to-

K± K2 Ks = 7.92 X TO-22

In each of the three equations just derived, we substitute the assumed
value of (H+) and the constants as indicated. Having determined the
concentrations of these three constituents, and knowing C, we solve
finally for (PO^
) by substitution in equation 4. The remaining ion
concentrations are then obtained by substituting back in the preceding
three equations.
An example of these calculations will be given for pH = 6
C = (POJ — 1 p.p.m. = r.03 X 10 r> mol/L.
(IIPOf ~) - (2.78 X io«)(POf ~ ')
(H2POf)

- (1.30 X

(H3POJ = (1.26 X i
Adding, we obtain

io')(POt~-)
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~ -) — C — 1.03 X w~"
1.03

X io~5

16.68 X ioG

= d . i d X ^ - 1 3 wo/ F0 4 ~ - - per L.
Substituting the value just obtained in the respective expressions for the
other ions, we have
(HP04- ~) — (2.78 X 10*) (6.16 X io~13) — 1.71 X 10-6 mol /L.
(H2P0f)

— fj.jp X w7)(6.i6

X 10- 13 ; = 5.i<5 X io~6

(HZPOJ

— (1.26 X 106) (6.16 X io-iz) — 7.75 X -z-o-10 mol /L.

mol/L.

It will be noticed that in the first operation which involves the addition
of the three ion-concentrations in terms of (P04
) , we omitted the
( P O 4 — ) in summing up to obtain C. Its order of magnitude is so
small as to be obviously negligible. To convert mols per liter to parts
per million, it suffices to divide each of the so-calculated values by the
factor 1.03 X 1O5.
The data so obtained are assembled in Table 3. It is evident that in
acid solutions the concentration of H 3 PO 4 will begin to become appreciable while (PO 4
) is negligibly small. The reverse is true in alkaline
solutions. An inspection of the table shows that both of these quantities
are exceedingly small at all values of pH where absorption of phosphates, or indeed growth itself, is possible on the part of the plant.
The data are plotted in Figure 1. The curves show that H2PO4~ and
HPO4~ ~ predominate in phosphate solutions over a wide pH range, and
that, in all cases concerned in soils, the relative concentrations of H 2 PO 4 "
and HP0 4 ~ ~ are of such magnitude that their sum practically equals the
total PO 4 concentration in the solution. The curves for the latter two
ions intersect at about pH — 6.8. This value is in close agreement with
that obtained by Sorensen (29) from hydrogen-electrode measurements
on buffer solutions composed of KH 2 PO 4 and Na 2 HPO 4 .
The soil solution may be regarded in a sense as a buffer solution since
it consists of an equilibrium mixture of various dissolved phosphates
and therefore possesses, in limited measure, reserve acidity and alkalin-
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ion concentrations. This ratio is, in turn, governed Ly the total concentrations of the two salts in question, since they are almost completely ionized. For a solution of p H = C\ for example, the ratio
\\ ould have to be
(H2PO4~)

iar»

*
• = — (approximately )

(HPO-)

I.Q5XIO-7

i

Tf mono-sodium and di-sodium phosphate were taken by weight in the
proportion as calculated, and diluted with neutral distilled water to an}
\olume whatever, the p H of the resulting solution would in all cases
Lc substantially the same. However, due to different ionization of the
two salts with increasing dilution the proportions of the two ions would
I e changed and thus also the hydrogen-ion concentration. The constancy of pH in the soil is to be attributed not so much to the buffering
action of phosphates as to the presence of carbonates, zeolites, and
organic maker. The concentration of phosphate in the soil, even under
the most favorable conditions is very small, and when a momentary
(hange in hvdrogen-ion concentration takes place as by exudation of
carbon dioxide by plants, the phosphates themselves are not present in
sufficient concentration to offset the change.
The data of Table 3 also indicate the significant fact that at pH values
as low as 4, the concentration of free f L P t \ is negligible, and at all pH
values up to 11 the concentration of PO 4
is negligibly small. At a
pH of 4.5, the phosphate is all in the form of H 2 PO 4 ". Since the
absorption of these ions by the plant root involves a membrane equilibrium, the factors of phosphate-ion concentration and pH both enter
into the mechanism. At the optimum pH for plant growth, which is
about 6.S, the H 2 PO 4 ~ and HPO4~ ~ are present in the same proportions.
Since the form of phosphate ion in the acid cell sap is H 2 P O r and also
since the ionization constant of H2PO4~ is so small, the particular ion
absorbed by the plant must be H 2 PO 4 ". The reaction
H2COS 4- HPOi ~ = H9PO4- •+ HCO
has a fairly high equilibrium constant, being

(HaPOt-)(HCOf)

Klf

3-5 Xro-

(HP0i-)(H2C0a)

K2P

i.05 Y.JO--'

= 7.79
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This means that as soon as the exuded carbon dioxide from the root
reacts with the secondary phosphate ion, it forms H 2 PO 4 ~ to a slight
extent, thereby converting it immediately into the available form. Since
the concentration of free PO 4
is infmitesimally small, it is highly
improbable that PO 4
as such would be absorbed by the plant, as has
hitherto been generally assumed. The absorption of ions from such
small concentrations would require a mechanism more highly specialized
and an energy expenditure much greater than is usually associated with
the processes involving artificial membranes.
In a solution at
pH = 6, and containing a total phosphate concentration of 1 part per
million, the (H^POj-) concentration is 0.79 p.p.m., the (HPO 4 ~~) concentration is 0.164 p.p.m., and that of P O f - - is only 0.000000059 p.p.m.
Considering the rate at which the plant absorbs phosphate ions, it is
certainly reasonable to conclude that other conditions being favorable,
the plant will absorb that form of ion which is present in most abundant
concentration and as well as the form which prevails in the presence
of carbon dioxide.

THE MOBILITIES OF H,PO4- AND HPO4~ - IONS AS
RELATED TO THE MAINTENANCE OF THE
PHOSPHATE EQUILIBRIUM
McGeorge (20) has shown that the phosphate ions from soil phosphates are removed by electrodialysis at a definite rate which is characteristic of the type of soil and its reaction. He has advanced the idea
that the availability of phosphate ions to the plant from the soil solution
is a function of the rate at which these ions are set free by electrodialysis.
It may be, as indicated in an earlier section, that the rate of diffusion
of these ions through the soil solution film between root and soil particle determines in part the availability to the plant. Dissolution processes
depend largely on particle surface exposed. While ionic reactions are
as a rule rapid, the process of diffusion in solution is very slow.
The rate of diffusion of ions is determined principally by their mobilities, and in concentrated solutions, by the viscosity of the latter and by
the temperature. The mechanism of diffusion, if governed solely by
ion-mobilities, is influenced in part by the electrostatic forces which are
set up as a result of separation of the ions. Such electrostatic forces
would tend to slow up the faster ions and accelerate the slower ones.
Thus each salt in solution possesses a characteristic diffusion rate.
It was considered of interest to calculate the mobilities of H2PO4"~
and HPO 4 ~ ~ ions to determine if possible whether a very decided dif-
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ference in their mobilities would indicate the one more readily assimilable by the plant. This calculation can be made from conductivity data
on solutions of corresponding salts. T h e operation is complicated in
part by the fact that hydrolysis of the sodium salts occurs to a certain
extent. It has, however, been shown by Abbott and Bray ( 1 ) that the
degree of hydrolysis is relatively small at the concentrations at which
it is possible to obtain accurate conductivity data.
F r o m Kohlrausch's Law, the conductivity at infinite dilution of any
binary salt is equal to the sum of the equivalent ion-conductivities:
Aco = A+ + A_
Where Aco = conductivity of the salt at infinite dilution, A + = equivalent conductivity of the cation and A_, that of the anion.
By definition of the mobility as the velocity under unit potential
gradient, the relation between the equivalent ion-conductance and its
mobility is

A_ = U-F
where U- = the mobility in cm./sec. and F =» the value of the f araday,
or 96,540 coulombs.
To obtain A_ from Kohlrausch's Law, we shall choose the cation to
be sodium, since its value of A+ is known. The equivalent conductances
of the respective sodium phosphates at infinite dilution is obtained by
an extrapolation of a series of conductance data to infinite dilution. For
this purpose we shall use the data of Walden (32), plotting a function
which is derived from Ostwald's Dilution Law as follows:
A2

Aco — A
where A is the equivalent conductance at any concentration and v, the
volume in liters containing one equivalent of electrolyte. Since AGO IS
a constant for any given salt solution, and if the value of A, at finite
values of v, may be assumed negligibly small as compared with Aco, we
may convert the foregoing equation to the following approximate form:
A2 = ¥ v
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X

whence, if we plot X/z as abscissae against i/X as ordinates, we should
obtain a straight line of positive slope. This is true only for weak electrolytes obeying Ostwald's Dilution Law. For such strong electrolytes
as the phosphates of sodium, we may expect to find deviations from
linearity and consequently some difficulty in extrapolating to zero concentration. For this reason we shall use the same i/A for the ordinates,
but as abscissae, the term X/v raised to the power i/n where n may be
either 2 or 3.
These various quantities for mono-sodium and di-sodium phosphates
are calculated as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4 .— EXTRA POLATK )N OF CONDUCTANCE DATA FOR MONO- AND DI-SODIUM
PHOSPHATES IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION, FOR CALCULATION OF ION-MOBILITIES.
A salt
NaHsPQ*

74.6
77.7
80.3
82.2
84.1
86.1

Na2HP0i

85.1
90.7
95.6
98.5
99.8
100.7

Dilution
v liters
32
64
128
256
512

1024
32
64
128
256
512

1024

VA

A/v

a/v) %

a/v) %

0.0134
0.01287
0.01245
0.01217
0.0119
0.0116

2.331
1.214
0.627
0.321
0.162
0.0841

1.526
1.100
0.791
0.567
0.402
0.29

1.326
1.067
0.856
0.6S5
0.545
0.438

0.01175
0.01103
0.01046
0.01015
0.01002
0.00903

2.662
1.418
0.747
0.385
0.195
0.0^82

1.681
1.19
0.804
0.62
0.441
0.3134

1.386
1.124
0.907
0.727
0.5&
0.461

The data in columns five and six were plotted in each case against
those of column three as shown in Figure 2. It will be seen that infinite
dilution is represented by the zero point on the A/V-axis, since as v becomes infinite, A/v approaches zero. In the upper curve which refers
to monosodium phosphate, the cube root function of X/v gives a straight
line and in the lower one for disodium phosphate, the square-root function is linear. The intercept of each of these straight lines with the
j/A-axis, gives the value of J/ACG, whence the value of Aco is directly
calculated.
We thus obtain from the intercepts,
J/ACO for NaH2P04 — .01077
whence

A 00 = p2.p mhos. = Equivalent conductance of
at infinite dilution.

NaH2P04
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For NaH 2 PO 4 ,
A 00 -==p2.p — 50.9 +

A

-

A_ =p2.p — jc\p = 4.2.0 mhos.

Therefore, ior H,PO4",
4.2.0
lj_aSS*

-= .000435 cm./sec.

at 25° C.

96,5 p

Similarly, for HPO 4 - -,
A_ = 111,0 — so.p =-- 60.1
60.1
U_ =

=

,000623 an./sec. at 250 C.

96,540
These results show that the mobilities of these two anions are not
only of the same order of magnitude but nearly equal to each other.
There is a probable error involved in the assumption that no ionization
of these intermediate ions occurs. In the case of H2PO4~, a certain
(though small) amount of H + is formed by ionization and the very high
mobility of the hydrogen ions would be added to that of sodium ion.
This would be the more likely as the solution approached infinite dilution.
Moreover, HPO 4 ~ ~ undergoes some hydrolysis on dilution. These considerations lead to the conclusion that the mobility of H 2 PO 4 ~ as here
found appears larger and that of HPO 4 ~ ~ smaller than it really is. If
correction were made for these effects, the mobilities of these ions
would agree even more closely.
It thus follows that there is not enough difference in mobility between
these two ions to indicate a probable difference in diffusion rate, Hydration probably plays a considerable part, and those ions which are
most highly hydrated also function most vitally in plant nutrition. However, diffusion, in the sense here employed, probably assumes a meaning
quite different in the soil solution from that ascribed to it in ordinary
ionic aqueous solutions. Some investigators have advanced the theory
that the plant root constitutes a part of a continuous root-soil micelle
system and that diffusion in this case is analogous to the slow diffusion
in gels. If this be true, then we are very likely not dealing with the
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question of ionic mobility in its ordinary sense, so much as with the
speed \\ ith which successive micelles ionize and transmit a given ion from
one micelle to the next adjacent one. Such gels probably exist in soils
of high colloid content or containing black alkali. If the gel is concentrated and highly dispersed, the rate of diffusion of ions of even small
molecular weight is greatly reduced and that of heavy ions or colloidal
particles may be reduced practically to zero. It is probable, therefore,
that availability in black alkali soils might be closely related to the condi
lion of the gel through which the ions can diffuse only with difficulty.
T H E P O S S I B L E R E A C T I O N S W H I C H P H O S P H O R I C ACID
A N D I T S I O N S CAN U N D E R G O , A N D T H E I R R E A C T I O N
T E N D E N C I E S AS M E A S U R E D BY F R E E E N E R G Y
CHANGE
There are certain inherently basic or acidic ions and compounds present in the soil solution which may be intimately associated with the
equilibrium phosphate concentration. They are: wTater and its ions,
carbonic acid and its ions, as well as some organic acids and their salts.
The reactions may consist of either hydrolysis or neutralization. These
ions or compounds serve to fix the pH of the solution. In order to
obtain a measure of the relative tendencies with which these various
substances react with phosphates, we have calculated their equilibrium
constants from the known ionization-constants of the reactants and
therefrom the standard free-energy changes. These are arranged in
ascending order of magnitude and afford a measure of relative reacting
tendency. The reactions involving the three ions of orthophosphoric acid
are relatively few in number, and when arranged as they appear in the
following table, it will be noticed that duplicated reactions can be eliminated because they differ merely in direction of change. The free
energies of any two such reactions are correspondingly positive or negative, depending upon the direction of the reaction, but their numerical
values are the same. Thus the number of combinations can be advantageously restricted.
The calculation of the equilibrium constant for one typical case will
be given for illustration. The ionization constants * used are (at
25° C ) :

*The numerals in subscripts of the ionization constants refer to the ionization
steps, and the letters to the acid, phosphoric or carbonic. The letter w refers to
water.
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All of the possible reactions betw een phosphate ions and the other ions
mentioned above have been assembled to make possible the prediction of
that reaction which will be favored under a particular set of soil conditions. These results are shown in Table 5.
The foregoing table brings out several interesting points with reference to phosphate reactions as a function of the pH. It answers, in the
negative for example, the question whether dicalcium phosphate would
react directly with sodium carbonate, because of the high pot-ithe free
energy of the reaction (No IS). It also shows that bicarbonates and
secondary phosphates can exist side b\ side in solution without interaction (Reaction No. 14J. Several reactions are shown to be duplications, one being the reverse of the other, as illustrated by Nos. 2 and
8, Nos. 13 and 18. and Nos. 15 and 17, respectively. This is shown by
the fact that the free energies have opposite signs. The " reversion v of
primary to secondary phosphates is shown in reaction No. 10 which is
attended by a large decrease in free energy. Since these equations as
well as their free energy changes are additive, any desired combination
may be secured by the use of the appropriate equations, and the question as to the probability of their spontaneous tendency to react can be
answered. It is evident that, while a large number of reactions is theoretically possible, relatively few of them function measurably to set up
the equilibrium condition. The free energies so calculated may be used
conversely to obtain the equilibrium constant of a desired reaction, and
therefrom the concentration of any desired ion, provided the necessary
information concerning other ions is known, by experiment or otherwise.
A free energy change equal to zero indicates that the reaction is completely reversible.
APPLICATION OF EQUILIBRIUM PRINCIPLES TO THE
SYSTEM: CaHPO 4 - CaCO3 - H 2 CO,
The foregoing reasoning may now be applied to a hypothetical case,
involving dicalcium phosphate in a calcareous soil in which no other ions
or substances sensibly affect the phosphate equilibrium, except the carbon dioxide given off by roots or soil organic matter. The process will
be split up into several steps and the constant for the resulting reaction
evaluated.
For CaHPO 4 the solubility-product was found in another section to
be 1.7 X 10"8- As it ionizes to form Ca** and HPO 4 ~", we shall first
investigate the chance of hydrolysis of HPO 4 ~ -. Reaction 12 proceeds
with a high positive free energy, and its tendency to react is therefore
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very slight. Of course, the reaction might and does occur in spite of
this high free-energy value, because the solid phase is not a constant.
Carbonic acid is found to react very slightly with HPO 4 ~" (reverse of
No. 9), the free-energy change being + 347 calories. The fact that the
free-energy change is so nearly equal to zero, indicates the reaction is
practically reversible. That carbonic acid reacts with calcium carbonate
is a well-known fact:
CaCO + H.CO^ = Ox++ + zHC Oj
This reaction is a combination of two equilibria •

CaCO, — Car + COf -; K& p — , .69 \ w~*
C0%- - + H2CO, — 2ECO,;; k2 = Of~) (HA 0.)

3-5 X 10 7

u two equations,

Kcq = 6./8 X ^° a

CaCO, + H2COS == Ca++ + 2HC0%(Ca»)(HCOf)*

(H2COJ
The concentration or activity of the solid CaCO3 is, as in all foregoing
cases, assumed constant. Making appropriate substitutions, this expression is also equivalent to:

(CaT)(COc -) (H<j (HCOf)
(C0i-)(H+)(HC03-)(H£OJ

(HCOf)
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Substituting,

K2G
(1.69X io-8j(3.5X

10-7)

54 X icr11
= 1.1 X ^o-1
The question now arises: Which of the two compounds Ca(HCO 3 ,^
or M2CO3, will react with the dicalcium phosphate? Writing the equation:

CaliPO, + HJCO, — Ca^ + H.POf + HCO,"
This reaction will take place as written, since by Reaction No. 8 it is
seen that H2PO4~ (and not H 3 PO 4 ) is the form of phosphate present
under these conditions; moreover H2PO4~ and HCO3~ have practically
no tendency to react as seen by reaction No. 9.
The equilibrium constant for this reaction then is:
(Ca»)(HJ>Ot-)(HCOt-)
Keq =

(H2COJ
CaHPO4 being a solid, its concentration term does not enter into the
equation.
If we multiply numerator and denominator by (H*), we have:

(H*)(H2COJ
(Ca»)(HtPOt-)Klt
Whence

Keq =
Keg

(Ca
_£/

Or

Ktf

(W)
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Having once evaluated Keq, we can by experiment obtain K' as shown.
This is a very interesting equation in the respect that it combines the two
most potent factors that affect phosphate solubility, namely the concentration of calcium ions and of hydrogen ion. It is seen at once that the
amount of H2POf in solution is directly proportional to the (H+) concentration and inversely proportional to the Ca++ concentration. It
makes possible the calculation of the equilibrium phosphate concentration if the concentration of calcium ion and the pH of the solution are
known.
DIAGRAMMATIC REPRESENTATION OF PHOSPHATE EQUILIBRIA
IN THE SOIL
In Figure 3 the various phosphate equilibria presented in preceding
sections are assembled to show the cycle of changes which the solid
phases undergo in the soil as a result of pH changes.

co-

OH

CaHPO.
\\
Fig. 3.— Diagram showing c}'cle of changes involving solid phosphates of calcium
in the soil.

THE CARBON DIOXIDE-CARBONATE EQUILIBRIUM IN
THE SOIL AND ITS RELATION TO THE PHOSPHATE
EQUILIBRIUM
THE SYSTEM; OiHPO* —Na*CO. —H3CO«
The intimate relation of carbon dioxide to the phosphate equilibrium
in rendering the insoluble phosphates assimilable, has already been dealt
with in a bulletin from this laboratory (22). It has also been treated
quantitatively in the foregoing section of this bulletin. The system:
CaHPO 4 — Na 2 CO 3 — H 2 CO 3 is of interest in so far as it describes the
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conditions existing in black alkali soils containing carbonates. The
effect of carbon dioxide in this system is firbt to react with the sodium
carbonate or carbonate ion to form bicarbonate. Then, since bicarbonates
do not react appreciably with H P O f - (Reaction 13 of Table 5), there
would be no effect upon the phosphate until an excess of carbon dioxide
had been formed over the amount required for the conversion of carbonate to bicarbonate.
The solubility of carbon dioxide in pure water at 25° C. and 1 atmosphere partial pressure is 0.0338 mol per liter, or about 1,500 parts per
million (18). Carbon dioxide solutions obey Henry's Law very closely.
This being the case, we can calculate the partial pressure of carbon
dioxide in equilibrium with the soil at various values of pH, and compare these with the experimental determinations of carbon dioxide in
the soil air. Because of the neutralizing effect of basic constituents in
the soil and the " salting out effect " of neutral salts, however, the solubility may or may not be given fay Henry's Law. It is interesting, however, to calculate the amount of carbon dioxide which the plant would
have to exude (per liter of soil solution) in order to reduce the pH from
certain initial values to neutrality. The reaction involved is as follows:

OH- -[- H2C0} — HCO- + H2O
The magnitude of the equilibrium constant for this reaction is found
from the respective ionization constants of water and carbonic acid:

(HCOf)
Keq = -

fOH-)(H2COJ
%tc

3-5

X

Kv

1.005 X

This reaction will therefore tend to go to completion. Also as seen from
the equation, the number of mols of hydroxyl ion neutralized is equal to
the number of mols of carbonic acid required. Hence, the number of
mols of carbon dioxide necessary for any given change in pH will be
given by the difference between the OH" concentration at the beginning
and end of the neutralization. Letting the reference pH be 7.0, we
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have calculated the amounts of carbon dioxide required to produce the
required change in one liter of the initial solution. The data are given
in Table 6.
TABLE 6.—AMOUNTS OF CARBON DIOXIDE REQUIRED TO REDUCE THE pH OF
ALKALINE SOLUTIONS TO NEUTRALITY.
(Based on one liter of solution. )
Initial pH

Initial pOH

Final pOH

Mols CO2

Mg. OO2 required

10

4

7

10-i

4.4

0

5

7

10- 5

0.44

8

6

7

10-6

7

7

7

0

0.044
0

The hydrolysis of sodium carbonate in black alkali soils yields hydroxyl ions which determines the pH of the soil solution. In order to
apply the relations of the foregoing section to the calculation of the
equilibrium amount of phosphate in solution, we must know the hydrogen-ion concentration. This calculation is made by considering the
reaction:

COf - + HOH — HCOf + OH'
for which the hydrolysis-constant is:

(HCOf) (OH~)
KE

Kw

1.005 X 10-1

Kzc

3-7

X /O"11

—»2.72 X io~4
Also, assuming complete ionization of the salt and letting h = the degree
of hydrolysis, C = the total sodium carbonate concentration, we can
rewrite the above hydrolysis constant in terms of these quantities as
follows:
h2C
i-h
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vSince the concentration of OH" from any sodium carbonate solution of
concentration C is given by hC, we need to find h for a series of concentrations covering the range involved in black alkali soils. This equation
is evidently a quadra lie in h for which the solution is:
- KH ± V
h =.•
:

K2

H

~ 4 C KH

2C

Substituting the numerical value of iv H = 0.00027'2 and the values of C
chosen, we obtain the results shown in Table 7 covering a range of
sodium carbonate concentrations up to 150 parts per million, which concentrations may be present in black alkali soils. These solutions are sufficiently dilute so that the assumption of complete ionization for the sodium
carbonate is justifiable.
TABLE 7.—ALKALINITY OF SODIUM CARBONATE SOLUTIONS.
Na2COs
p.p.m.

C Na2CO3
mol/L.

KH

0.1

9.43 X 10-

7

.000272

0.5

4.72 X 10- 7

.000272

1.0

9.43 X 10-°

5.0

h %

(OH-) iKol/L.

(OH-)
p.p.m.

pH

7

0.02

99.0

4.67 X 10- 7

0.08

7.68

.000272

95.4

9.0

X 10- 6

0.15

8.96

4.72 X 10- 5

.000272

86.8

4.1

X 10- 5

0.70

9.6 2

10.0

9.43 X 10-

5

.000272

79.0

7.45 X 10- 5

1.26

9.88

20.0

1.886X 10-*

.000272

68.2

1.29 X lO- 4

2.19

10.11

50.0

4.72 X 10- 4

.000272

52.4

2.47 X 10- 4

4.20

10.40

100.0

9.43 X 10 4

.000272

41.2

3.89 X 10- 4

6.61

10.47

100.

9.43 X 10-

7.60

The results for these dilute solutions of sodium carbonate prove to
be consistent with the experimental values of h found by. Auerbach and
Pick (17). This may be shown by an exam-pie. Let C = 0.005, then by
the same type of calculation as above, we find h = 20.8% hydrolysis.
Auerbach and Pick found by an independent experimental method for
this concentration the value, h = 16%. This agreement is satisfactory
considering the ionization was assumed complete and also that Ostwald's
Dilution Law was assumed valid over this range of concentrations.
The application of these calculations has been discussed in a recent
bulletin by Breazeale and McGeorge (4), in which they deal with nutritional disorders in the plant root in solutions of high pH containing
OH~ ions from the hydrolysis of sodium carbonate.
' The calculation of the theoretical equilibrium concentration, of phosphate in the system:' CaHPO 4 — Na 2 CO 3 — H 2 CO 3 , must take into
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consideration the various reactions which can take place. Sufficient
carbon dioxide must be present to convert all of the sodium carbonate
to bicarbonate. Two reactions may occur: With carbonic acid:
HPO4~ ~ + H2CO,^ H2POf -+• HCOi; AV = + 347 calories
and
COr ~ + H2COB = 2 HCOf; AF = — 5430 calories
It is evident from the free-energy values that the latter reaction will take
place first. We may therefore expect no increase in the phosphate concentration until the carbonate has been completely converted to bicarbonate and there is an actual excess*of carbonic acid in solution. This
conclusion is in accord with the observed fact that so long as there are
free hydroxyl ions in solution, no free carbon dioxide is present and only
traces of phosphate will dissolve. This does not hold true without
limit, however, since at higher OH" concentrations phosphates become
soluble by virtue of the dissolution of aluminum phosphate forming
sodium aluminate and sodium phosphate.
THE EFFECT OF NEUTRAL SALTS UPON T H E SOLUBILITY
OF SOIL PHOSPHATES
In the foregoing section we have shown how the pH of the soil affects
the solubility of soil phosphates. Changes in pH are important factors
in determining phosphate solubility, since they affect not only the proportions of the various intermediate phosphate ions present in the soil
solution but also the extent to which the solid phase or phases undergo
hydrolysis.
Although changes in pH thus manifest themselves in the relative proportions of the phosphate-ion species present at equilibrium, the neutral
salts also exert an important, and by no means negligible, influence on
phosphate solubility. The ionic equilibrium which controls the amount
of available phosphate in the soil solution is the resultant of the simultaneous effects of calcium ion, hydrogen or hydroxyl ion, and phosphate
ion. The neutral salts act in a peculiar way to increase the solvent
power of water or to ereate an " ionic atmosphere " which is favorable
or unfavorable to the solubility of slightly soluble salts. These salts
can and do react with phosphates by ordinary metathesis or ion-exchange.
In some instances they are capable of forming addition products. They
may or may not possess an ion in common with the phosphate with
which they are in equilibrium. If there are common ions present in
sufficient concent ation, they will decrease the solubility by way of t V
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well known common-ion effect. However, neutral salts without a common-ion are found, almost without exception, to increase the solubiliu of
the slightly soluble salt. In the latter case it is not necessary that actual
chemical reaction between the two electrolytes occur.
THE EFFECT OF ELECTROLYTES WITH \ COMMON ION
I1 or the case of mixed electrolytes with a common-ion, the well known
principle of the constancy of the ion product, or solubility product, as
set forth by Noyes (25) serves to calculate the solubility of the slightly
soluble salt, in the presence of a solution of a given concentration. It
clearly assumes, however, that the concentration of the un-ionized portion of the dissolved salt is constant e\en in the presence of a neutral
electrolyte. The calculations are based on the classical law of mass
action and the ionic theory, which assumes that the activity of the ions
is proportional to the concentration. Numerous determinations (3) of
solubility of salts have shown, however, that the solubility product is not
a constant except in very dilute solutions, increasing with concentration
of added electrolyte beyond 0.1 normal. It has been shown by Lewis
(18) that such an ion-product can be a constant only if ion activities
are employed in the equation instead of ion-concentrations.
Since at
infinite dilution these two quantities become identical, it follows that in
moderately dilute solutions the ion-product, even when expressed in
terms of ion-concentrations, is substantially constant, since the activity
of the ions is then proportional to their concentration. The solubility
product law holds rigorously only for relatively simple salts. It fails
in the case of salts of higher valence type where intermediate ions may
be present, the concentration of which cannot be accurately determined.
W h e n these considerations are applied to the phosphates of calcium,
an added difficulty presents itself in the hydrolysis of these salts. A
large number of solubility determinations have been made on these phosphates (6, 10, 3 1 ) . The results of various investigators agree on the
observation that the equilibrium solution gradually increases in acidity *
and the precipitate becomes more and more basic, depending upon the
time of contact with the solution, and upon the ratio of weight of salt
taken to the volume of water used in the determination.
Unless solubility determinations are so conducted that the composition
of the solid phase is definite and constant throughout the experiment, the
results are difficult to interpret. The buffered condition of the soil,
*It does not appear that any investigator thtte far has made solubility determinations at constant pB{* Such experiments are now in progress in this laboratory,
on the basis of which the true solubilities of various phosphates at various pH
values will be ascertained.
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previously referred to, seems to lend some weight to the argument that
the phosphates in the soil which are deiinitely or immediately responsible
for the solubility equilibrium, and are functioning under more or less
constant pH conditions, such that a momentary change in p H induced
by exudation of CO2 by the root, will be compensated for by the buffer
action of soil compounds, present in relatively great abundance. It is
therefore also probable that a certain definite solid-phosphate phase will
exist in the soil under a given set of conditions. It may be some intermediary stage between di- or tricalcium phosphate and carbonato-apatite. We have reason to believe that dicalcium phosphate is the essential constituent which controls the phosphate solubility equilibrium. It
may be formed by neutralization of the monocalcium phosphate or the
hydrolysis of the carbonato-apatite, depending on the p l l of the solution.
The phosphates themselves may constitute a buffer system if present
in sufficient concentration. It was found for example by Bassett ( 2 ) ,
who studied the neutralization of phosphoric acid by calcium hydroxide,
that the pH remained fairly constant at about 5.6. Bassett also fouirl
by analysis that the solutions more concentrated with respect to CaO
and P 3 O 5 were in equilibrium with anhydrous dicalcium phosphate a^
the solid phase, and when the solutions were made more dilute with
respect to these constituents, the composition approached that of hydroxy-apatite, [ C a ^ P O , ) , ] t . Ca(OH) 2 , as indicated by the P O 4 : CaO
1 atio.
Britton found the solubility products of CaHPO* and C a j P O J ^
though not constant, approximated closely to the values:
For CaliPO,:

Ks 9 — (Ca^) (HPOf -) — 5 X io~"

For Ca a (PO 4 ) 2 :

Khp — (Ca»)*(POt"-)2 — 1 X Jtra*

The value for C a H P O 4 has been determined by Holt, L a Mer, and
Chown (12) taking into account the p H of the solutions T h e value
was calculated by Shear and Kramer (28) to b e : ( 4 ± l ) X l O " 7 '
From their studies on the calcification of bone, these authors concluded
that the phosphate deposited from blood serum was dicalcium phosphate
and not the tricalcium salt, chiefly because the ion-products for the latter
are not constant. Bassett found the ion-product for dicalcium phosphate
to be constant over a considerable range of solution compositions. In
the light of these facts, it is perhaps justifiable to assume that dicalcium
phosphate is the pivotal compound about which the dissolution, hydrolysis, and ionization reactions center. N o evidence has as yet been advanced to indicate that dicalcium phosphate C a H P O 4 • 2 H 2 O is essen-
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tially different from or more complicated in its general structure than
CaSO4 • 2 H 2 O. It can exist in contact with solutions over a relatively
wide range of pFL P'or the purposes of our calculations it will be
assumed to be the form of phosphate which governs the phosphate concentration in the equilibrium solution.
In order to determine the extent to which the common-ion effect
controlled the phosphate concentration and particularly whether it was
indeed the dicalcium phosphate, CaHPO 4 , which determined the equilibrium, a calculation was made of the phosphate concentrations present in
the extracts of the soils investigated b) McGeorge and Breazeale (22).
For the value of the solubility-product we have found by calculation
from the data of Cameron and Seidell on the solubility of dicalcium
phosphate in pure water, the mean value of 1.72 X lO""8, and shall
employ this value in the present calculation. The limit of accuracy of
the Deniges Method being about 0.1 p.p.m. of PQ 4 , that is, about
1 X 10*6 molal, we shall call any concentration of phosphate near that
figure a "trace." 1 p.p.m. P 0 4 — 1.04 X 10~5 molal. The data are
shown in Table 8.
TABLE S.— PHOSPHATE GOxN'CENTRATIONS AT EQUILIBRIUM IN SOIL EXTRACTS
CALCULATED FROM THE SOLUBILITY PRODUCT Or
DICALCIUM PHOSPHATE.
(Magnesium is summed up with calcium.)
PO*
PO4
p.p.m.
p.p.m.
calculated observed

Soil

Ca++
p.p.m.

Mg++
p.p.m.

2G

30

15

13.8 X 10-*

1.25 X 2 0- 5

1.18

1.2

22

12.9

X 10-

4

1.33 X 10- 5

1.23

0.4

7.8

6.2

7.7

HPO4- mol/L

mol/L.

pH

8.0

3P

15

4G

30

7.5

X 10-*

2.29 X 10-*

2.18

12 P

45

1.13 X 10~a

1.52 X 10- 5

1.45

0.8

7.8ft

IIP

345

90

1.23 X 10-

2

1.4

X 10-*

0.13

Trace

7.8

18 G

45

8

1.43 X 3 0- a

1.2

X 10- 5

1.14

0.3

7.9

3

1.2

X 10~&

1.14

1.0

7.5

X 10- 3

7,3

X 10-"

0.^0

2.0

7.95

3.75 X 10- 4

4.6

X !<!-»

0.43

0.6

8.2

14 P

45

S

1.4 8 X 10-

27 P

75

8

2.2

15 P

15

'The results shown in Table 7 are very striking, especially in the
agreement between the observed and calculated amounts of phosphate
in the soil extracts. It is to be noted that in some instances the agreement is excellent, and in others deviations of considerable magnitude
occur. Of course, the solubility-product does not take into account
variations in pH of the solutions, nor the effect of neutral salts. They
agree substantially in order of magnitude, however, and afford proof
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that the value of the solubility product which we have derived and used,
must be more nearly the correct one than the values obtained
by Britton (5 X 1CH) and by Shear and Kramer (4 X 10"7). It is
\ery probable that these values involve errors due to physical states of
the solid phosphate compound used.
Y\ hile the agreement is quite satisfactory in the cases chosen at random
in Table 7, it is to be noted that the pH is substantially constant for all
of the soils. There are several cases which are difficult of interpretation from the fact that only traces of phosphate were observed in the
experiments, and yet the amounts of calcium and magnesium present
were very small. The data in the table were calculated on the basis of
summing up the calcium and magnesium and considering the sum of the
two to be equivalent to calcium. This, we believe, is justifiable because
of the similarity of calcium and magnesium in their reactions. Both of
these bases form insoluble phosphates and the assumption that the solubility product of magnesium is equal to that of calcium phosphate is
probably not far from the truth.
THE EFFECT UPON PHOSPHATE SOLUBILITY OF NEUTRAL SALTS
HAVING NO COMMON ION
The influence of the common ion upon the solubility of the phosphates
of calcium in the soil has been dealt with in the foregoing section by a
consideration of equilibrium constants and free-energy change. The
effect of neutral salts having no common ion will now be investigated.
The neutral salts comprise those which neither hyclrolyze, nor yield
ions, intermediate or otherwise, which affect the hydrogen-ion concentration of the solution. It has been found that, in general, neutral
salts having no common ion, increase the solubility of slightly soluble
salts. When the solute is a non-electrolyte, such as an organic liquid,
the addition of an electrolyte decreases the solubility considerably. This
effect is known as the " salting out" of an otherwise soluble compound
from solution. Such salts do not act in a similar manner when the dissolved substance is itself an inorganic slightly soluble salt.
The evidence concerning the effect of neutral salts on phosphate solubility, as found in the chemical literature, is somewhat conflicting. Some
investigators find that a certain salt increases phosphate solubility while
others find the opposite to be true. A qualitative summary of the published results is given in Table 9 for purposes of comparison.
As suggested in an earlier section, the term te solubility " is probably
not a correct characterization of the equilibrium which is established in
contact between a solid phosphate and water. The composition of the
solution with respect to the two constituents CaO and P 2 O 5 is not the
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same as that of the solid at an} time so long as the pll is not held constant, but changes continuously with time of contact with the solid, and
the proportion by weight of solid to solution. The fineness of subdivision, as McGeorge and Breazeale (21) have shown, greatly influences
it. In fact, it is likely that the soil phosphates are in large part, if not
entirely, colloidal.*
TABLE 9 — SOLLBIL1T\ DATA <T\ PHOSPHITES OF C VLCIUM I \ SOLUTION'S OF
NEUTRAL SALTS.
(Expressed qualitatively, as more or less soluble )
Salts

Cameio 1
and Bell

Orea\es

\

\\ run .nil

McOo-jri
an! BreaftMle

KC1

Less

Less

More

Less

NaCl

More

Less or
no effect

More

Loss

OaOb

Less

Much less

NaNOs

More

Slighth more

Ca(N0s)2

Less

Less
More

Less

K2SO4

More

More

(NHOSO*

More

More

CaSO*

More

CaCOs

Less

Less

Less

Less
Less

It is therefore not surprising to find certain discrepancies in the published data on soil phosphates. The past history of the material used,
the pH of the solution, the purity of the salts used for the determinations, and various other factors enter into the accuracy of the data.
Faulty methods of analysis for phosphate may account for some of the
errors in earlier data.
Finally, the determinations recorded were for the most part made on
soils, phosphate rock, or naturally occurring phosphates which, of necessity, have various other minerals and salts associated with them. Of the
investigators quoted, Cameron and Bell (6) and v. Wrangell (31)
worked with supposedly pure tricalcium phosphate. Greaves (10) and
McGeorge and Breazeale (22) worked with phosphate rock and soils.
It appears to be fairly well established that the alkali chlorides decrease
*This conclusion follows from the well known fact that as the particles of a
solid becomes smaller, not only the rate of solution but also the actual solubility Is
increased, Hulett (Zeit physik. Chem. Vol. 37, p. 385, 1901) found for barium
sulphate that below a limiting particle size the solubility increases as the crystals
become smaller. The fact that the reaction governing the conversion of HPO*
into H2PO4 is so nearly reversible and that equilibrium is established so promptly
in the soil when small changes of ion-concentration are imposed, would indicate
a high degree of dispersion of the phosphates in the soil.
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the solubility of soil phosphates, by way of an indirect change of the pH,
resulting from the interaction of the chloride with calcium carbonate in
calcareous soils:
2KCl

or

+ CaCO* + H2O — CaCl2 + KHCO, + KOH
CaCO6 + HOH == CV+ + HCOf + OH'

This reaction is in reality a hydrolysis of calcium carbonate, but it is to
be noted that the hydrolysis proceeds to a greater extent in the presence
of KC1 or NaCl than without it. Ammonium salts should not be classified as true neutral salts because of their acid hydrolysis, which necessarily increases the solubility of the phosphates. Salts with a common
ion such as CaCl2, Ca(NCh)2> and CaSO 4j though ostensibly neutral, act
to reduce the solubility in virtue of the common-ion effect. The inordinate power of calcium carbonate even in very low concentrations to reduce
the solubility, was reported by McGeorge and Breazeale to indicate the
presence of CaCO^ in the phosphate molecule, and this observation led
them to conclude that in calcareous soils the phosphate is present in the
form of carbonato-apatite.
In a large majority of cases, however, the effect of pure neutral salts
upon the solubility of a slightly soluble salt of simple structure and composition, is to increase it. In the soil where a great variety of soluble
salts is present in solution, some of which tend to increase the solubility
and others to decrease it, we have at equilibrium a solution which is the
resultant of these effects. It is of little importance to us to know empirically how each pure salt affects the solubility, when their effect in
mixtures is not known. The ionization of the slightly soluble salt is
greatly influenced by the nature of the added salt. Possibly the solvent
or ionizing power of water as a solvent is also changed, for there is
evidence that its ionization constant changes when salts are dissolved
in it. If therefore it happens that the neutral salt or salts present are
in the aggregate more or less polar than the slightly soluble compound,
the polarity of the latter may be increased or decreased and its effect is
reflected in the solubility.
A rather unique method of calculating the effect of one electrolyte
upon the solubility of another, has been worked out by Lewis and Randall (18, chapter XXVIII), and involves the "principle of the ionic
strength." All electrolytes, upon dissolution, dissociate into positive and
negative ions to an extent dependent upon the nature of the electrolyte,
the solvent, and upon the concentration of the elctrolyte dissolved. Such
solutions do not obey the laws of the perfect solution except when
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relatively dilute. Accordingly the total, actual concentration of the ions
approximates the activity or " ideal " concentration only in dilute solution. The ratio of the activity to the total molal concentration is the
^rmo-dynamic degree of dissociation of the electrolyte. It is this
degree of dissociation, designated by 7, which suffers change when
another electrolyte is added to a saturated solution of a slightly soluble
silt. Y\ hen the u ionic atmosphere " of a solution is changed, the solubility of the salt is likewise changed, depending, as mentioned above,
upon the nature of the salts added. Lewis and Randall proposed a
quantitative measure of this " ionic atmosphere," in a function which
they called the " ionic strength." This quantity takes into account the
valence of each ion (i.e., the total electrostatic charge introduced per ion >
and the molal concentrations of the ions (referring to the total number
of ions carrying the charge). It thus involves the quantities which contribute to the polarity of the system. Their equation embodying these
quantities is as follows:

m. r_2 -f

where in = stoichiometrical molality of the ions and v — valences of the
respective ions. The ionic strength, /*, of a solution is therefore defined
as one-half of the sum of the stoichiometrical molalities of all the ions
present in a solution each multiplied by the square of its valence or
charge.
The principle of the ionic strength may be expressed in words as follows: '' In dilute solutions, the ac^mty-coefficient or ihenno-dynamic
degree of ionication of a strong electrolyte is the same in all solutions of
equal ionic strength*" (18)
The activity-coefficient above referred to is the ratio of the mean ionactivity a± to the mean molality m± of the ions, or
a±

Since the activity aA of a salt in its saturated solvition is constant at any
one temperature, the equation may be written: 7 = k/m±. Also, since
by the principle of the ionic strength, 7 is proportional to /*, and since
m± is the quantity determined by ordinary analytical method, it follows
that *y* should be a linear function of i/m±. This linear relation holds
more closely, the more dilute the solution.
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Experience has shown, however, that a more nearly linear plot is
obtained when i/m± is plotted against the square or cube root of the ionic
strength /*. The remarkable fact which comes to light from this mathematical treatment, is that for any given slightly soluble salt, the data for
i/m± and ~fn which refer to the neutral salt or salts present agree very
closely and fall upon the same straight line. The potential usefulness of
this function is that, once the straight line is established by several solubility determinations on a given slightly soluble salt in the presence of
any other electrolyte, its solubility in other neutral salt solutions, as well
as in their mixtures, is at once known or calculable. It suffices merely
to calculate the quantity /*, and from the graph to obtain the corresponding value of i/ni±. From this value of i/in±, the molality of m of the salt,
which also is the solubility, can be calculated.
This unique method has been applied to the solubility of the phosphates in the presence of neutral salt solutions, on the basis of the data
of Cameron and Bell (6). Cameron and Hurst ( 7 \ and von WrangeU (31),
A typical set of calculations will be given to show how these quantities
were obtained:
Cameron and Bell (6) found that in a solution containing 75 gms.
KC1 per liter, the equilibrium concentration of Ca++ was 0.1129 gm. per
liter and that of PO 4 , 0.3193 gm. per liter. They assumed the final solid
phase to have the composition Ca a (PO 4 ) 2 . We have shown above that
CaHPO 4 is more probably the solid phase governing the equilibrium.
The mean molality of this bi~bivalent salt is then the geometrical mean
of the total calcium and total phosphate in solution.
0.1129

For Ca,

= 0.002823 m°l Per liter.

m++ =
40

For P O 4

wt__ =

== 0.003361 mol per liter.
95

Whence

in± = \/ (.002823) (.003361)
= 0.003080 mol. CaHPO^ per liter.
I

— — 32.45
m±
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A very complete study of phosphate solubility as related to saline
composition of the soil solution has recently been published by MeGeorge and Breazeale ( 2 2 ) , and it was deemed of interest to apply this
method to their data. The calculations of /i are made in similar manner
as before, but involve, obviously, a larger number of ions. The data
so obtained are tabulated in Table 11.
It is of interest to note that even though the saline compositions of the
1: 5 extracts of these different soils vary, the fx values are all very nearly
equal to 0.01.
The question now arises, T o what extent does the neutral salt content
of these soils affect the phosphate solubility ? It is to be borne in mind
that these solutions are at best rather dilute. In order to estimate the
neutral salt effect in these instances* reference will he made to Figure 4,
which was constructed for a known phosphate, di-calcium phosphate,
We have assumed that this is the form which governs the equilibrium
in alkaline soils, and our findings thus far have substantiated this assumption. I n the figure referred to, the curves were prolonged to the
solubility of the phosphate (expressed in terms of i/m± as ordinates) in
pure water, that is, at zero ionic strength.
Since potassium chloride
affects slightly soluble salts " normally," we shall make the calculations
on the basis of the KCl curve, assuming it to be linear to the point where
it intersects the i/m± axis.
The results given in the next to last column of Table 10 were obtained
by taking the value of *f/i corresponding to the soil extract in question,
and finding its proper position on the KCl curve. From that point, the
corresponding ordinate value, i/m± is read off, and from this latter figure,
the molality and parts per million of P O 4 calculated. These results show
what the phosphate concentrations should he if only the neutral salt
effect were operative.
A n example of the calculations used in obtaining Table 10 will be
giveir for illustration.
Soil 2-lG: i/m± from graph Figure 4 — 805.
Therefore m± of C a H P O 4 — 1/805 — 0.001242.
By definition (Ref. 18, p . 3 2 9 ) , m±—sm
for a bi-bivalent salt,
whence the solubility, m, of C a H P O 4 is m - w ^ 8 * 0.001242/4 =
0.00031 mol per liter.
This is also the concentration of P O 4 in mols per liter.
T h e r e f o r e : 0.00031 X95 = 0.0295 gm./L.«— 29.5 p.p.m. PO4.
T h e results thus tabulated in Table 10 show that the amounts of P O 4
calculated for C a H P O 4 on the basis of the neutral salt effect alone are
much higher than are obtained for actual soils. They show further that
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where calcium and magnesium are present, in appreciable amounts, the
neutral salt is greatly overshadowed by the common-ion effect. As
stated before, the neutral salt effect is an indirect influence on the solvent
medium and will not affect the solubility very markedly unless the neutral salt is present in very large concentration. It is seen from the table,
for example, that although the actual saline composition of the solution
varied over wide limits, the solubility of the phosphate was very nearly
equal to 29 parts per million PO 4 . The effect of alkalinity from hydrolysis of carbonates is very pronounced in overcoming the neutral salt
effect, since it tends to reduce the solubility whereas neutral salts as a
rule tend to increase it. It is quite probable that all cases where potassium chloride reduced the amount of dissolved phosphate, can be accounted for on the basis of reaction with calcium carbonate or other
salts which increases the pH of the solution.
The interplay of the three factors quantitatively treated in this bulletin, namely, the effect of pH, of common ion, and of neutral salts, can
and does control the equilibrium amount of phosphate in the soil solution and may be regarded the most important in determining phosphate
availability.
T H E ENERGY CHANGE INVOLVED IN T H E ABSORPTION
OF PHOSPHATES THROUGH T H E ROOT MEMBRANE
Availability of phosphates to the plant implies not only the necessity
of having a sufficient amount of phosphate in solution, or supplying it to
the soil solution at least as rapidly as it is being absorbed, but also the
kind of phosphate ion must be favorable to plant nutrition. We may
assume that the absorption process through the root membrane involves
a mechanism which favors one ion over another, depending upon the
isoelectric point of the membrane, and the factors of ion hydration and
ionic size. There is, however, still some question as to whether absorption is a process simply of diffusion through the pores of a membrane
or one of successive ion exchange. In either event, the process of
absorption involves an expenditure of energy by virtue of the difference
of ion concentration (or activity) on either side of the membrane, the
more so because the ions are being absorbed from a solution which is
exceedingly dilute with respect to the nutrient ions, into a plant sap
which is relatively concentrated.
Consider the absorption process to be represented by the equation:
H2PO4~ (in soil solution) <=± H 2 PO 4 " (in plant sap). We have written
the ions involved in this equilibrium in the form of H 2 PO 4 ~ in conformity with the fact that the sap of plants generally has an acifl reaction.
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It is also assumed, for want of more specific knowledge of the membrane
process, that the plant absorbs the ion in the form which exists in its
sap. The plant has the ability, by way of carbon-dioxide exudation, to
convert HPO 4 ~~ ions into H 2 PO 4 ~ ions. This process occurs at the
root surface, and in all probability the H a PO 4 ~ ion is absorbed as such.
Evidence from the work of Breazeale and McGeorge (4) shows that
the plant, in contact with a soil solution of p H 9 in which the phosphate
concentration may be large, actually starves for want of phosphates.
The high p H of the solution may affect the membrane in such a way that
it cannot absorb phosphates, but it is equally convincing to argue that
the plant does not absorb phosphate because it is in the form of HPO 4 ~~
rather than H 2 P O 4 " .
Mr. J. F . Breazeale of this laboratory, has formulated an axiom in
plant research that the plant will always favor the process which takes
place with the least expenditure of energy. This observation will apply
equally well to all spontaneous processes in nature. The elimination
of carbon dioxide through the plant root provides the means of reducing
the p H in the immediate zone around the root, thus converting HPO 4 "~
into H 2 P O 4 " ions.
The magnitude of the energy change in the absorption of phosphates
from solutions at various p H values is calculable from the thermodynamic equation for the process of transferring one mol of an ion from
a solution of higher concentration to one of lower concentration, which
is as follows:
activity of H2P0f

in plant sap

activity of HP Of

in soil solution

A F = R T logt.

In this equation R is the gas constant, 1.99 calories per mol per T
the temperature on the absolute scale, and the activities given in the
logarithmic ratio being calculable from the respective ion concentrations.
Several difficulties arise in the application of this equation to ion absorption through a root membrane. First, the process is not truly reversible, as is shown by the fact that if a plant gorged with phosphates is
placed in distilled water, phosphates do not diffuse out from root to
nutrient solution, as would be expected with an inanimate collodion membrane. Secondly, the phosphate in the plant sap may be principally in the
form of colloidal phosphoproteins or other organic phosphates, which are
slightly dissociated. Although analytical data are available on the phosphate content of plant saps, the results refer to the total phosphate as
determined by analysis, and therefore give no indication of the actual
concentration of phosphate ions in the sap. However, whatever the form
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in which the phosphate may exist, that portion which is in true solution
in the cell sap and soil solution respectively, will be sufficiently dilute that
it may be assumed completely ionized.
We shall assume that the dissolved phosphate in the plant sap is in
the form of H2PO4~ ions * (since the sap has an acid reaction) and its
concentration to be SO parts f per million. The total concentration of
phosphate in the soil solution is taken as 2 parts per million. In this
calculation we shall employ the percentages for calculating the respective
ion-concentrations as given in Table 3 for a range of assumed pH values.
The free-energies of ion absorption so calculated are given in Table 12,
and are shown graphically in Figure 5.
TABLE 12.— FREE ENERGY CHANGES INVOLVED IN THE ABSORPTION OF PHOSPHATES
TTI ROUGH ROOT MEMBRANES.
pH

Total PO4
sol] solution

(H2PQ4-)

(H2PO4-) sap

soil solution

AF

p. p.m.

pp.m.

p.p.m.

(Calories)

3

50

2

1.84

-f 195S

4

50

2

1.98

+ 1928

5

50

2

1.96

+ 1930

6

50

2

1.58

-f 2065 *

7

50

2

0.66

+ 2580

8

50

2

0.096

-h 3730

9

50

2

0.0099

+ 5090

10

50

2

0.0001

+ 6863

From the data given in the table, it is observed that as the pH
increases, the amount of energy required for the absorption of H2PO4~
ions increases. Under such conditions, the phosphate equilibrium shifts
so that more HP0 4 ~~ and decreasing amounts of H 2 PO 4 ~ are present.
The absorption is evidently favored by an acid condition in the soil solution. The question however presents itself, will the absorption of phosphates be favored by an indefinite increase in acidity of the soil solution,
br is there a limit beyond which the absorption begins to decrease ? Reference to Figure 1 will show that H 2 PO 4 ~ is the predominant form of
phosphate ion in solutions as acid as p H = 4 . In more acid solutions
H2PO4~ continues to predominate and H S PO 4 becomes appreciable. Unless the concentration of IT+ is so great at these acidities as to become
toxic to the plant, the membrane should theoretically continue to absorb
* Hoagland assumes phosphates in plant sap to be in the form of H 2 POr ion.
See Hoagland and Davis: Protoplasma, vol 6, pp. 610-626 (1929).
f Emmert, E. M. Kentucky Agr. Exp. Sta. Research Bui. 314.
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H2PO4~ with great ease, for the concentration of this ion is a maximum
in this pH range. However, although thermodynamic considerations
indicate a low energy-requirement for absorption, Breazeale and MeGeorge have shown that wheat plants in culture solutions absorb phosphates more slowly at lower pH values, and the plant bends every effort
to increase the pli to about neutrality before absorption begins.
Two processes might account for this behavior: (1) either H2PO4~
ions tend at this pH to pass more readily from the plant to the soil
solution, (which would be indicated by an actual decrease in the phosphate constant of the dry plant on analysis) ; or (2) the decrease in pH
may cause the membrane to pass through its isoelectric point with an
incidental change in its colloidal and adsorptive properties. The membrane itself is largely protein in character, and proteins are known to
be amphoteric and possess definite isoelectric points. Also the enzymes
on the root very probably function as buffers to maintain a hydrogen
ion concentration favorable for phosphate absorption. It seems to be
generally accepted that ions must be absorbed on the root membrane
before it can be absorbed into the cell sap by diffusion or by ionic
exchange. The charge on the membrane, reversing as it does, as the
isoelectric point is passed, will act to favor or prevent the adsorption
of any of the phosphate ions. The curve in Figure 5 is seen to have an
upward trend at pH values less than 4, showing that the energy required
for absorption is increasing.
T H E MECHANISM OF P H O S P H A T E ABSORPTION AT
VARIOUS HYDROGEN-IOH CONCENTRATIONS
The peculiar behavior of the root membrane just mentioned, with
respect to absorption of phosphate ions in different regions of pH, suggests a possible electrical mechanism which may be of interest. We
recognize at the outset that the membrane is a colloidal system, and
possesses a characteristic isoelectric point. This point is the pH at
which the net charge on the colloid is zero. It may or may not coincide
with the pH of neutrality. On the acid or alkaline side of the isoelectric
point we may expect decided differences in colloidal behavior of the
root membrane and a corresponding activity or inactivity in so far as
absorption of ions from solution is concerned.
In Figure 6 we present a sketch showing the probable electrical condition of the surface of a root membrane, (1) on the acid side of the isoelectric point; (2) at the isoelectric point; and (3) on the alkaline side
of the point. In the solution surrounding the roots are phosphate ions
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appropriate to the pH of the solution, and certain accompan)ing metallic
ions. Our attention will be focused in particular upon the action of the
phosphate ions.

4

Fig. 6.
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• E l e c t r i c a l c o n d i t i o n s affecting a b s o r p t i o n of p h o s p h a t e s t h r o u g h r o o t

membranes.

Consider the root membrane to be a protein, representable in simplest
form by the amino-acid formula, NH 2 — R — COOH. As is well
known, proteins are characteristic ampholytes and exhibit all of the
properties of the colloidal state. We have no measurements on the isoelectric point of root membranes, but we shall assume the pH of
the isoelectric point to be about the same as potato tuber tissue which
is 6.0, as reported by Mudd (24). The isoelectric points of tomato
protein and carrot protein are reported by him to be pH — 5 and
pH = 4, respectively. The protein, being amphoteric, can ionize in two
ways: (1) on the acid side of the isoelectric point:

R - COOH
R-COOH
+ HOH ••
OH~
The hydroxyl ions from this ionization being" removed from the surface
by neutralization or otherwise, the membrane surface is left positive, as
a result of which negative ions can readily be adsorbed. However,
if the membrane consists of layers of micelles, an electrostatic potential
gradient due to the Helmholtz double-layer will be set up between the
outer and inner surfaces of the membrane. The outer surface in this
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case being positive, the inner one will be negative. This condition would
permit of the adsorption of negative ions on the outer surface. However, the repelling effect of the inner negative charge would prevent its
being transmitted through the membrane from one micelle to the other,
to the interior of the plant there, to be carried off by the sap stream. We
conceive of the absorption process to occur essentially in two steps:
first, ordinary adsorption on the outer surface and then, electrical conditions being favorable, the transmittal by successive ion-exchanges,
possibly in "bucket brigade" manner, of the ions through the membrane
into the sap stream. These two processes appear to be distinct and
independent of each other. A mechanism of this kind would account
satisfactorily for the failure of the plant to absorb phosphates in relatively strong acid solutions, and its ability to reduce the excessive
tiegative charge on the interior surface by eliminating HCO3~ ions to the
solution, thus raising the pH of the latter.
In the second case where the root is at its isoelectric point, the net
charge on the inside and out is the same, and therefore the absorption of
positive ions and of phosphate ions probably is a simple osmotic or diffusion process, governed by ordinary thermodynamic laws of reversible
transfer of the electrolyte from a higher to a lower concentration, or vice
versa.
The third case of Figure 6 represents the root membrane in contact
with an alkaline solution. Breazeale and McGeorge (4) have made the
observation that the plant does not absorb phosphates from solutions of
high pH, but it first reduces the pH to near the neutral point and then
actively begins to absorb phosphates. This behavior can be explained
by referring to the uaeidJJionization of the protein molecule:
R-COOH

R-COO- + H+

NH,

NH,

As the hydrogen ion is neutralized off, the negative acid radical
remains in the membrane surface. By virtue of the Helmholtz doublelayer, the outer surface will have a net negative charge and the inner
surface a net positive charge. The effect of this negative surface charge
is to repel negative ions and prevent their being adsorbed. It is possible
however, for the plant to eliminate H + and HCO3~ ions (by way of
carbon dioxide) through the mechanism of micelle transfer and thus
reduce the pH in the immediate surroundings of the membrane to enable
absorption of phosphates to occur.
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The intensity of the electrostatic field which gives rise to the potential
gradient through the membrane varies with the pH and doubtless also
controls the absorption of multivalent ions in plant nutrition.
SUMMARY
The conclusions drawn from the theoretical investigation into the
physico-chemical relations of the soil phosphates here presented may
now be summarized.
1. The equilibrium conditions involving soil phosphates, and the factors affecting them have been described and correlated.
2. The principal chemical reactions contributing to the concentration
of phosphate ions in the soil solution are delimited and discussed.
3. It is shown that the phosphate which controls the equilibrium in
calcareous soils is dicalcium phosphate, resulting from surface hydrolysis of carbonato-apatite.
4. The concentrations of intermediate phosphate ions in solutions of
phosphates over a wide pH range have been calculated from the stepionization constants.
5. It is pointed out that H2PO4~ ion is the ion in greatest abundance
within the range of pH where phosphate absorption by the plant is optimum, and from this and other evidences, H2PO4~ must be the ion upon
which the plant largely feeds. If not present in this form, the plant
can make the conversion by exudation of carbon dioxide.
6. The relation of mobility of H2PO4~ and HPO4~ " ions, as estimated from conductance data, shows that these ions have very nearly
equal mobilities, and that relative availability cannot be judged on the
criterion of mobility alone.
7. The equilibrium constants and corresponding free-energy changes
attending the possible phosphate reactions with water, carbonic acid, and
carbonates have been calculated and their applicability in predicting the
reactions which will take place under a certain set of conditions, pointed
out.
8. The hypothetical system: CaHPO 4 — CaCO, — H 2 CO 3 is treated
quantitatively in the light of solubility products and ionization constants,
and an equation derived which shows that the equilibrium phosphate
concentration is directly proportional to the hydrogen-ion concentration
and inversely proportional to the calcium-ion concentration.
9. The effect of neutral salts with and without a common ion upon
the solubility of phosphates is treated quantitatively by way of the
solubility-product principle and the principle of the ionic strength. It
is shown that concentration of phosphate in solution can be estimated
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graphically within limits of experimental error by plotting the reciprocal
of the mean molality of Ca++ and HPCV " against the cube root of the
ionic strength. The amounts of PO 4 in p.p.m. so calculated are considerably higher than those actually found, because pH and common-ion
effects enter.
10. On the basis of the thermodynamic free-energy equation for the
reversible transfer of one mol of phosphate from soil solution to plant
sap, through the root membrane, the energies of absorption of phosphates are calculated over a wide range of pH values. The energy required is found to be a minimum between pH 4.0 and 6.8, rising at
lower as well as higher pH values beyond these limits.
11. An electrical mechanism is presented to explain the observed
behavior of the root membrane in the absorption of phosphates, based
upon the amphoteric character of the proteins in the membrane. The
differences in behavior at the isoelectric point and on the acid and alkaline sides of this point are explained in terms of the electrical charge on
the membrane, adsorption on the surface, and transmission by ionexchange from micelle to micelle.
12. A graphical representation of the phosphate equilibria in relation
to water, carbonic acid and its ions is included.
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